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&TRADITION - www.andtradition.com - Nordic inspired 
contemporary pendants, table lamps, floor lamps, and 
sconces. 
 
AI LATI -  www.zafferanoailatilights.it - Triplex blown opal glass 
pendants, ceiling mount, and wall mounted fixtures. 
AMEICO - www.ameico.com - Distributor of 
contemporary designs that not only tell a story but are 
stories themselves. 
A-N-D - https://a-n-d.com/Home-Base - Investigating 
new design possibilities using innovation production 
methods – inspired by the unexpected and the 
everyday. 
ANONY - https://anony.ca/ - A Toronto based lighting 
and product design studio; local manufacturing 
capabilities and the latest technology are elemental to 
their design process "We design products that last". 
ARTEMIDE - www.artemide.net - Full collection of 
decorative as well as architectural lighting fixtures. 
A EMOTIONAL LIGHT -  www.a-emotionallight.com - 
Signed, handcrafted luminaires in unique materials. 
 
B.LUX - www.grupoblux.us/us - Located in the Basque 
Countryside, B.lux is a premier Spanish manufacturer 
offering a natural vibe. 
BOCCI - www.bocci.com - Creative, hand-made 
fixtures and sculptures designed by Omar Arbel; blown 
the infamous Pilchuck glass studio in Vancouver. 
BOMMA - www.bomma.cz - Beautiful hand-blown and 
cut-glass lighting from the Czech Republic. Custom 
commissions available. 
BOYD - www.boydlighting.com - Four generations of 
family oversight bring together a cohesive and 
decidedly elegant lighting collection that spans from 
vintage to ultra-modern. Custom commissions available. 
BRAND VAN EGMOND -
https://brandvanegmond.com/ Artisan inspired 
decorative pendants, sconces, and ceiling fixtures. 
BUSCHFELD - www.buschfeld.de/en/ - German designed 
track lighting systems. 
BYSTEEL – www.bysteel.it - Contemporary stainless-steel 
fixtures for outdoor installations. 
 
CAMERON DESIGN HOUSE - camerondesignhouse.com 
- British design and manufacturing with a Scandinavian 
twist. Bespoke available. 
COOLICON - cooliconlighting.com - Pronounced Cool 
Icon. British, craft-based lighting with a deeply rooted 
heritage dating back to 1933. Specializing in classic 
industrial and utilitarian pendant lampshades. 
CTO LIGHTING - www.ctolighting.co.uk - Premium 
contemporary lighting designed with luxurious 
materials for prestigious interiors. 
CVL LUMINAIRES - 
www.cvl-luminaires.fr/en/ - Established in 1960 and 
located in the Loire Valley, CVL offers a juxtaposition of 
luxe materials with engaging forms. 
 
DAVIDE GROPPI - www.davidegroppi.com/en/ - 
Thoughtful and finely tailored technical & decorative 
lighting out of Piacenza. 
STUDIO D’ARMES  - https://darmes.ca - 
D'Armes designs, manufactures & markets 
unprecedented, high quality light fixtures, with a 
Quebec aesthetic. 
 
ESPERIA - www.esperialuci.com/en - Founded in 1952, in 
the hills of Chianti and with a distinctive signature look 
with artistic luminous glass. 
 
FLOS - https://flos.com/en/us/ - Decorative classics with a 
full range of architectural lighting, matched with the 
highest technology to seamlessly illuminate interior 
spaces. 
FOC LIGHTING - https://foc.lighting/ FOC translates to 
fire. Valencian artisans creating honest and authentic 
products tailored to the user. 
FONTANA ARTE - www.fontanaarte.com - Classic 
contemporary sconces, pendants, floor lamp, and table 
lamps. 
 
INNERMOST - https://innermost.us - Repurposing 
conventional approaches to lighting creates this 
beautifully unique collection out of the UK. 
 
 
 
 

J. Adams & Co - https://jadamsandco.com -
Handcrafted in the UK - attention to detail is a 
fundamental benchmark of the brand, 
creating traditional techniques alongside modern 
technology. 
 
KARMAN - www.karmanitalia.it - Unanticipated and 
fully creative Italian collections inspired by 
amusement, irony and nature make this brand both 
striking and unique. 
 
LAMBERT & FILS - http://www.lambertetfils.com/ - a 
Montreal based lighting design studio, take cues from 
mid-century Modernism, and the Industrial Age, with a 
minimalist aesthetic. 
LE KLINT - https://www.leklint.com - Dating back to 1943, 
this Danish brand offers unique craftsmanship of hand 
pleated, coveted modern classics. 
 
MADE BY HAND - https://madebyhand.dk/ - Danish 
design brand celebrating fine craftsmanship and 
understated luxury using natural materials. 
MARSET -  www.marset.com/usa A complete 
collection of decorative products inspired by 
contemporary Spanish design. 
MELOGRANOBLU - https://www.melogranoblu.com/ -
All of the designs are conceived, developed, 
engineered and produced within their facility and 
guaranteed “made in Italy”. Their emphasis on quality 
throughout the entire process with their unique pieces, 
are made with passion by skilled craftsman to create 
illuminated artwork from glass. 
MIDGARD - https://www.midgard.com  
Produced in Germany following the onset of Bauhaus 
and lighting the way for modernism since 1926. 
MODERN FAN - www.modernfan.com - A truly 
contemporary fan collection designed by Industrial 
Designer Ron Rezek. Form, function, affordability. 
MODULAR LIGHTING - www.supermodular.com 
Architectural lighting with an attitude. Known for 
innovative technology and their outspoken bold and 
quirky designs. Many of which have become icons of the 
industry. 
MOOOI - www.moooi.com - Daring, playful, 
unique luminaries designed in Holland. 
 
No. 8 LIGHTING - www.8lighting.com - Fine Family of 
Superior LED recessed and architectural lighting 
products. 
NYTA -  www.nyta.eu/en/ - A collection of clearly 
designed fixtures with traditional artisanship in a 
reductionist style. 

 
OLUCE - https://www.oluce.com/en/ - 
Founded in 1945, Oluce is the oldest Italian design 
company in the illumination sector still in operation 
today. 
ORIGINAL BTC -  www.originalbtc.com - Bone China 
and chrome are the signature detail of this line of 
table, floor, and pendants. 
 
PABLO - www.pablodesigns.com - Budget friendly 
contemporary fixtures designed by Pablo Pardo. 
 
ROLL & HILL - www.rollandhill.com - A Brooklyn based 
boutique studio whose designs incorporate brass, 
bronze, leather, and hand knotted rope. 
 
SANTA & COLE - www.santacole.com - Contemporary 
fixtures designed in Spain for use in commercial as well as 
residential settings. 
SKLO -  www.sklo.com - Fusion between an architect 
and a jewelry designer, “Sklo” is the Czech word for 
“glass. 
 
YAMAGIWA - https://en.yamagiwa.co.jp/ - Premier 
international lighting manufacturer of classics, founded in 
1923. 
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